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After his not easy lover is murdered and he turns into the leading suspect, a well-liked AfricanAmerican entrepreneur realizes the implications of betraying his marriage vows. Original.
If i used to be Your GirlfriendHEADLINE: girl came across Murdered In Her Condo. The victim...
The licentious Tera Larou used to be the easiest at what she did. She was once a "professional
girlfriend." Sexy, beautiful, intelligent, and sexually adventurous, Tera had completely no hassle
trapping filthy rich males in her net of seduction. Why be a spouse should you could be a female
friend she reasoned. it truly is greater being a girlfriend; the advantages are unending and
there's no pressure or worry. go away that to the wife. good for someone, Tera did her activity a
bit too well. And for that, she needed to die. Who performed it? The police lineup... SUSPECT
number 1 - Dominic Jones, her final recognized suitor. Dominic is a prosperous admired
entrepreneur. he is the married father of one. To onlookers he has the correct family. yet inside
of it is whatever but. Tera is just the latest in a protracted line of girlfriends for Dominic. while
one wears out her usefulness, he easily strikes directly to the next. whilst relocating on used to
be more durable than anticipated, did Dominic hotel to murder? SUSPECT quantity - Donna
Jones, spouse of Dominic. Donna understands her marriage is in difficulty and has been for
years. She's no dummy. She understands that Dominic has cheated on her. what number work
journeys and past due evening conferences can one guy have? combating together with her
weight, depression, and stricken marriage, did she see homicide as her purely solution?
SUSPECT quantity 3 - Jacob Evan, Dominic's enterprise rival and previous suitor of Tera's.
Jacob and Tera "dated" till she came upon an even bigger and higher chance within the type of
Dominic, yet no longer sooner than getting what she might from Jacob. might wasting his lady to
his enemy force Jacob to murder? the one factor somebody is bound of is that Tera is useless
and an individual killed her, yet who? Nishawnda skillfully crafts a who-done-it that retains
readers guessing till the end. simply if you imagine you recognize who did it, she vegetation
seeds of doubt. Many have motive, yet whose reason led them to dedicate murder? Drama,
murder, revenge - it is all here. i really loved other halves and Girlfriends and wait for Ms. Ellis'
subsequent creation. Reviewed by: Toni 4.5 stars
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